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Given time slots for departure

Information by the organizer about occuring infections

Prohibition to sing (along) during the event

Ban on the consumption of food and beverages

Mandatory use of the Corona warning app

Wearing a medical facemask or a FFP2-, KN95-, FFP3-mask

Fever measurement in entrance area

Blocking (row of) seats

Separate routing for event visitors (one-way regulation)

Using disinfectant at the entrance

Event will only take place considering the 2G+ rule

Elimination of all corona protecting interventions

Taking corona rapid test (fee-based)

Using an app for contacting

Given time slots for arrival

Event is only for COVID-19 recovered or vaccinated persons

Taking corona rapid test (free)

Giving the address for contacting

Given division into blocks / zones

Personalized tickets

Reducing the number of participants

Given seats or standing places

Verification with the 3G rule (vaccinated, recovered or tested)

Diagrammtitel
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... before the event

... during the event

... after the event

I fully accept
the measure

I rather accept
the measure

I rather oppose
the measure

I fully oppose
the measure

Source: Own online survey within the project NORMALISE 

at the University of Wuppertal

Event organizer: “Ultimately, as an organizer, you are caught between 
these demands, which do not fit together. Where you have to think 
about, ‘who am I doing justice to?’ Those who feel restricted by masks, 
or those who feel threatened when no masks are worn? It is difficult.“

The issue
Large-scale events enable social exchange, cultural innovation, political participation
and social-psychological relief. However, a convincing concept for their reopening has
not been found yet. This is also due to the interacting social, technical, and
organizational components that have been making event planning and implementation
complex even before the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. 

Both approving authorities and event organizers are uncertain about safe,
manageable, and socially acceptable concepts for the reopening of events.

The aim
To assess
a) the compliance of the German population

to non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPI) 
for infection protection at large events

b) (unwanted) interactions between hygiene
and safety measures

Methods used

Planning and decision making aid
Based on our research data, the aim of the planning and decision making aid is to 
be useful for event approval procedures. Target groups are approval authorities 
and event organizers.

It cannot be ruled out that, in the event of a change in the pandemic situation, the 
planning and implementation of major events will again be restricted. Due to the 
economic, cultural and social significance of events, operation under certain 
conditions is preferable to a temporary, complete ban on events, as long as the 
health and safety of visitors can be guaranteed to a certain extent by means of NPI.

Planning and
Decision Making 

Aid
concrete

NPI

Compliance
Safety & 
hygiene

interactions
Scenario 
planning

a) Compliance to NPI in the context of events

b) Interactions between hygiene and safety/security measures

• Interviews with relevant 
stakeholders

• Field observations at events
• Document analysis of hygiene

concepts
• Representative surveys

Event safety consultant: “The organizers have all been like, ‘we're
going to open up and people are going to overrun the event because
people are all so eager for events and then nobody showed up‘. [...] 
You must not underestimate the fact that a good concept is only half 
the battle. You also have to communicate it credibly to the outside 
world so that people are motivated to come to your event.“

Public safety officer: “One part of the 
population expects us to take 
consistent action when people don't 
play by the rules. And the others see 
it as completely excessive 
government action if we sanction it.“

Exemplary interactions
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There is a certain risk that pandemic circumstances lead to a narrowing of perspective for the assumed 
benefit of hygiene, weakening the overall level of event safety, given that resources for safety and health 
are limited. Another issue is the tendency of authorities as well as event organizers towards a “more is 
better” mentality, resulting in good-looking concepts and superficially hygienic events. A source of 
uncertainty is the lack of validated knowledge of single and combined health safety measures and their 
interaction with the overall system. It could be a more promising approach for event organizers to 
implement a leaner, but holistic, and stable safety architecture. ban of face coverings

critical crowd densities

obligation to
wear masks

distance regulations

before SARS-CoV-2 during SARS-CoV-2
Area of

interaction

Crowd Dynamics

Identification of
individuals

Event safety consultant: “Many events have simply not come 
about at all because there is simply this tension between the 
security authority and the health authority.“

Public safety officer: “[There is a] subconscious 
impression in some professionals that these 
requirements from the hygiene measures are so 
ambitious that they are very focused on them. 
And maybe not even intentionally, […] other 
points quickly fall behind.“ 

Non-pharmaceutical 
interventions (NPI)
are health-related interventions 
that aim to prevent and/or 
control the transmission of a 
pathogen such as SARS CoV-2  
in the population.
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… if my friends and/or family members will attend the 
event 

… how high/low the corona incidence is at the location 
of venue 

… if the event is open-air 

... how I evaluate my personal risk of getting COVID-19

… if the organizer communicates a hygiene concept 
(which is conclusive to me) 

… if I just feel like 

My decision to attend an event under
Corona conditions depends on..

Sep 21 Jun 22

Strongly

agree
Agree

somewhat

Disagree

somewhat

Strongly

disagree

n = 5222 n = 5017

Source: Own online survey within the project NORMALISE  

at the University of Wuppertal

n = 5222 n = 5017

When deciding to attend an event, 
participants attach great importance 

to a coherent hygiene concept. 

Overall, the reasons for deciding to 
attend an event under SARS-CoV-2 

conditions become less significant in 
June 2022, with the only exception 

being whether there is simply a 
desire to attend an event again.

Participants were asked about 
their acceptance of specific NPI 
before, during and after the start 
of the event. 

Overall, respondents were slightly 
more likely to accept the NPI in 
September 2021 than in June 2022, 
with exceptions for individual 
measures.

Event-
specific
factors

Safety
objectivesStakeholders

Integrated Concept
of Hygiene & Safety
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